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Abstract
In the direction of complex heterogeneous traﬃc modeling, the present study proposes a model to simulate the behavior of smaller
vehicles in the congested regime called seepage action. As the name suggests, in congested part of links, smaller vehicles like
motorbikes and bikes do not stop at the end of queue. Instead, they move continuously across the gaps between the stationary
congested vehicles and come in front. This behavior is rarely modeled and quantiﬁed even though it is common praxis in most
of the developing nations. In order to facilitate this behavior, a state of the art queue model is modiﬁed to allow for seepage
in congested regime. Furthermore, the concept of backward traveling holes is introduced. Thus, the congested branch of the
fundamental diagram is modeled more realistic.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
Traﬃc streams in most of the developing countries consist of a variety of vehicles which are diﬀerentiated based
on their static (physical dimensions) and dynamic (speed and acceleration) characteristics. In absence of physical
segregation, motorized and non-motorized vehicles use the same right of way and thus increase vehicular interactions
and chances of conﬂicts. Additionally, lane discipline and car following methods are scarce and thus modeling
such traﬃc is diﬃcult when applying regular homogeneous traﬃc ﬂow models. In an approach by Agarwal at al. 1,
mixed traﬃc is modeled in an agent-based simulation framework where the state of the art ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out queue
simulation approach13,23 is replaced by an earliest-link-exit-time approach. This approach allows faster vehicles
to overtake slower vehicles in uncongested regime. Due to acute size of smaller vehicles (motorbike, bike etc.),
they are non-sensitive to the width of the road but they aﬀect ﬂow of other vehicles remarkably. Moving forward
in the similar direction, the present paper investigates the behavior of smaller vehicles in capacity and congested
regimes, it is sometimes called as ‘seepage action’.20,21 In congested regime (where queues build up) and/or at traﬃc
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signals, smaller vehicles can pass faster vehicles by moving continuously across the gaps between stationary congested
vehicles and come in front of queues.26 Fig. 1 illustrates the seepage behavior at a traﬃc signal. This behavior is a
common praxis in developing countries.
Fig. 1: Seepage of smaller vehicles at traﬃc signal. 26 The bike is not queued behind cars on red signal instead it is seeping continuously to come
in front of the queue and then leaves ﬁrst on green signal.
Seepage behavior is also known as lane ﬁltering (passing between stationary vehicles)12, lane sharing or lane
splitting (passing between moving traﬃc)12. In a study in the Paris region, lane splitting is found to be a systematic
practice.2 Findings are derived by monitoring trips made by 11 motorbike riders for about a month on entire Paris
network accounting for 9662 km cumulative distance. Recently in New South Wales, under the Road Transport
Legislation Amendment (Lane Use by Motor Bikes) Regulation 2014, lane ﬁltering is allowed legally4 starting from
July 1, 2014. This was done in order to reduce congestion and to avoid rear end collisions between motorbikes and
cars. Some reports12,14 state that lane splitting is safer due to increased visibility of motorbikes, on the contrary,
some other studies8,25,18 ﬁnd that this behavior makes motorcyclists more vulnerable and one of the other causes of
motorbike accidents. Although, it is a matter of debate to chose between safety and beneﬁts (congestion and emission
reduction, increased capacity, increased travel time reliability etc.)21,12,14,25,11, the objective of the present study is
limited to develop a heterogeneous traﬃc model which is able to handle existing seepage behavior and to quantify
some of the beneﬁts. The eﬀect of vehicle mix on saturation ﬂow is examined by Oketch.21 The authors found out
that mixing 25% bikes and 25% motorbikes with cars enhances saturation ﬂow by 22.7% and 16.2% respectively. In
the past, investigations are made for lane ﬁltering while keeping focus on road accidents safety. Its beneﬁts are cited
but value of beneﬁts is rarely quantiﬁed. A related situation is the evacuation of large urban areas, e.g. in the case of
tsunamis. As evacuees usually want to exit the aﬀected area as fast as possible it is expected that seepage situations
occur. Thus, existing simulation models that can deal with large evacuation problems15 would beneﬁt from seepage
as well. Literature lacks of studies with focus on modeling traﬃc demand under mixed traﬃc conditions and allowing
seepage action. Therefore, the present study aims to 1) develop a model to handle heterogeneous traﬃc conditions
with seepage action and, 2) quantify the beneﬁts of the model by comparing the travel times with and without seepage
using a test example.
2. Modeling
MATSim. The multi-agent transport simulation framework, MATSim19 is used for all simulation experiments since
it is computationally faster than other available simulators.17 The minimal inputs are physical boundary condition
(the road network) and daily plans of individual travelers as an initial condition. In this framework, every person is
considered as an agent who learns and adapts within an iterative process that is composed of following three steps:
(1) Plans execution: selected plans of all agents are executed simultaneously using predeﬁned mobility simulations
in physical environment. A time step based queue model13,23,5 capable of simulating large scenarios3 is used for
mobility simulation which is further modiﬁed in order to allow seepage. (2) Plans evaluation: In order to compare
two plans, executed plans are evaluated using a utility function. In this study, MATSim standard ‘Charypar-Nagel’
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scoring function is used.7 (3) Re-planning: A new plan is generated for some agents by modifying an existing plan’s
attribute (departure time, route) using so called innovative strategies. Old plans are kept in the agents’ memories and
can be selected by so-called non-innovative strategies later on. The new plan then is executed in the next iteration.
The steps above are repeated iteratively. Innovation is used until a certain iteration and in the end few more iterations
are run with non-innovative strategies only (i.e. plan selection) which ﬁnally results in stabilized simulation outputs.
Seepage in MATSim. The traditional queue simulation is modiﬁed in order to allow for passing.1 In the present study,
the queue simulation is further modiﬁed to allow for passing of faster vehicles by slower vehicles in capacity and
congested regime. The earliest link exit time in passing approach is deﬁned using free speed travel time of the link
which only allow vehicles to pass in free ﬂow state whereas the following steps are necessary to allow seepage in
congested state. The general approach for seepage functionality is as follow:
Data: deﬁne seep vehicle
for all links do
if vehicles queued then
for all queued vehicles do
if queued vehicle = seep vehicle then
send queued vehicle to front of queue;
break and go to next link;
else




go to next link
end
end
Algorithm 1: Introduction of seepage in MATSim framework
(1) A seep mode (smaller vehicles like bikes, motorbikes) is deﬁned. Passing is allowed on the link. (2) If the
ﬂow on a link exceeds its ﬂow capacity, a queue appears. (3) Now, just before a vehicle is about to leave the link, the
vehicles whose earliest link exit time has passed (basically queued vehicle), are identiﬁed. (4) For identiﬁed vehicles,
a seep mode is searched and if it is found then it is pushed to the front of queue and, the front vehicle (seep mode)
leaves the link depending on the ﬂow and storage capacity of the link. (5) If no seep mode is found, ﬂow dynamics
remain unaltered i.e. ﬁrst vehicle in queue leaves the link if ﬂow and storage capacity of the link is not violated.
Seepage is not allowed between two vehicles of same type.
3. Application
In this section, applications of seepage are illustrated. Car, motorbike and bike travel modes are used in the
experiments. Passenger car units (PCU) and speeds of these modes are taken as 1, 0.25, 0.25 and, 16.67, 16.67, 4.17
m/sec respectively (same values as in the past study1).
Spatial plot. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of passing and seepage at bottleneck situation using space time trajectories.
These plots are generated using a simple network with two links (origin and destination links) and a bottleneck link
in between. This situation occur due to ﬂow capacity restriction on the middle link. Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b show spatial-
temporal plots for passing and for seepage of bikes in bottleneck situation respectively. Initially, in Fig. 2a, cars (in
black) are passing bikes (in red) and therefore, after queue formation, no seepage occurs1 and vehicles follow lane
1 Queue simulation in MATSim provides link enter and leave time events only and thus queuing positions are interpolated. Since, positions of
vehicles in the queues are not in the same order as they leave the link 1, overlapping of trajectories of cars and bikes in congested regime is observed
(see Fig. 2a).
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concept. Whereas, in Fig. 2b seepage is allowed and therefore, during congested regime bikes are creeping through
congested cars and leaving the link before cars. Average link travel times for car are 847 and 955 sec for passing
and seepage cases respectively; same for bike are 808.5 and 376 sec. Clearly, average travel time for bike is reduced
considerably. Since car mode vehicles are staying behind bikes in the queue, average travel time for cars is increased
marginally but total link travel time of cars and bikes is reduced by 24%. These ﬁndings are in line with literature.12,11
(a) Passing (b) Seepage
Fig. 2: Space time plot for (a) passing and (b) seepage of smaller vehicles at bottleneck.
Fundamental diagrams (FDs). In order to validate the proposed model, traﬃc fundamental diagrams (FDs) are nec-
essary and therefore presented here. To overcome the limitation of unclear dynamics in jammed regime of FDs1 and
to generate more realistic dynamics of congested links the concept of backward traveling holes is introduced in the
queue simulation. By applying the backwards traveling holes approach the model mimics the Kinematic Wave Model
(KWM).16,22 However, a true consistency with the theory is unclear since mixed-traﬃc and seepage is beyond the
“classical” KWM. The basic idea behind the backward traveling holes approach is that during jammed regime, if a
vehicle leaves the downstream end of link, space will not available instantly on the upstream end of link. Instead, it
will take some time for the free space to reach the upstream end of link.6,9 The holes eﬀectively introduce an inﬂow
link capacity, in addition to the already existing outﬂow link capacity. The queue model without holes typically has
a horizontal section in the fundamental diagram, corresponding to the outﬂow capacity,24 which comes together with
a nearly vertically downward sloping congested branch. After introducing backwards traveling holes, the slope of the
congested branch gets reduced to the speed of the backwards traveling holes, which corresponds to the speed of the
backwards traveling kinematic wave. In consequence, the congested branch can now meet with the upwards sloping
uncongested branch at a capacity below the outﬂow capacity. In consequence, the overall capacity of a link can now
be smaller than the outﬂow capacity.10 Each hole corresponds to the PCU which is equivalent to the leaving vehicle’s
PCU. Each hole also has precomputed times of arrival on upstream end of link. In the present study, the backward
traveling hole speed is assumed to 15 km/hr. This corresponds to a time gap of about 1.8 sec between to subsequent
vehicles.
In order to plot FDs, a triangular race track network is used in the present study which was earlier used in the study
by Agarwal at al. 1 Thus, it is shortly described here. Each link in network is 1000 m long. Maximum ﬂow capacity
and density of each link are 2700 PCU/hr and 133.33 PCU/km respectively. An equal modal split (in PCU) for cars
and bikes is used for this experiment. Initially, FDs for only car, only motorbike, and only bike are plotted (see Fig. 3a)
for comparison. Clearly, dynamics in jammed regime is more clearer now and as expected, the maximum ﬂow is not
achieved due to the underlined dynamics of holes. 10 Shapes of the FDs for car are supported by the diagrams in the
past by Eissfeldt10. Interestingly, as in the previous study by Agarwal at al., 1 FDs for car and FDs for motorbike look
similar and maximum ﬂow for bike is achieved at a higher density than for car and motorbike due to lesser maximum
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(a) Only car, only motorbike and only bike simulation
(b) Car bike passing
(c) Car bike seepage
Fig. 3: Fundamental diagrams for (a) single modes simulations and, (b) passing and (b) seepage for car bike simulation
speed of bike. Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c show the FDs for passing and seepage behavior respectively. Branches of FDs in
free ﬂow regime in Fig. 3b and in Fig. 3c are same since, until the capacity regime is reached, slope of the ﬂow density
curve is given by minimum of allowed link speed and maximum speed of vehicle. After that, ﬂow starts decreasing
until the ﬂow becomes zero thus capacity regime and jammed regime are together representing the link dynamics
during congestion. In Fig. 3c, bike ﬂow keeps increasing until a density of about 110 PCU/km. Reduction in speed
for bikes is marginal but car ﬂow and speed is approaching zero at lesser density than for passing behavior. In case of
passing behavior, ﬂow characteristics of bikes and cars are aﬀected by presence of each other (see Fig. 3b). But, on
the contrary, for seepage behavior, the ﬂow characteristics of bikes are marginally aﬀected by the presence of cars but
ﬂow characteristics of cars are signiﬁcantly aﬀected by presence of bikes (see Fig. 3c) and thus producing a behavior
similar to what is observed in reality. These results are in line with observations on traﬃc in developing nations where
mixed traﬃc has smaller vehicles in abundance. In Fig. 3c, data points corresponding to densities higher than 110
PCU/km are not shown due to ﬂow dynamics of holes at higher densities. Thus, capacity and jammed regime for bike
ﬂow has not been observed. Since, the seepage behavior is clearly depicted with the obtained data points and thus
acceptable.
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4. Conclusion and outlook
In order to develop a model to simulate heterogeneous traﬃc close to reality, this paper studies the commonly
present seepage behavior of smaller vehicles. Due to easier manoeuvrability of motorbikes/bikes, these vehicles pass
across the gaps between the stationary or almost stationary vehicles. Fundamental diagrams and space time trajectories
are plotted to see the eﬀect of smaller vehicles in traﬃc stream. In order to have clearer pictures in congested part of
link, the concept of backward traveling holes is introduced. In future, the proposed model needs to be tested with more
concrete data of a real world study and more important application like evacuations. Research into the application of
the KWM theory to mixed mode traﬃc with seepage will be a future topic as well.
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